Abstract -
tion bit complements one of the extended parity sequences of length 4m. Solomon and Van Tilborg [l] have developed algortihms t o generate these for t h e quadratic residue codes of lengths 24 and beyond. For reasonable constraint lengths, there are Viterbi type decodings possible t h a t may be simple as in the convolutional encoding/decoding of the extended Golay Code [2]. In addition, t h e K = 9 constraint length for t h e QR (48, 24;12) code found in [l] is lowered here t o K = 8.
I. THEOREM
Let n = 4m -1. We may construct a block code of rate 1/2 of length 2(n + 1) with weights multiples of 4 as follows.
1. The portion of length 2n is convolutionally generated by a K stage register p ( z ) and q(c) of degree K-1 whose entries are n + K-l bits long with the first and last (K-1) bits identical. Two parity sequences, each of length n are non-systematically generated, one for each polynomial.
2 An additional 2 bits are adjoined a s overall parity checks on the n bit parity sequences. The ( n + information bit is added to each bit of the p ( z ) parity sequence.
The encoder polynomials p ( z ) and q(z) of degree
The proof uses the Solomon-McEliece r2 Formula [3] on the Mattson-Solomon (MS) representation of the even weight parity sequences of lengths n = 4m -1 generated by p ( z ) and q(z). IJsing the relationship of p ( z ) to q ( z ) , one obtains equality of rz for the two sequences. Treating odd weight parity sequences as complements of the allone parity sequence,one sew that extending the lengths by even parity again gives even weights w, w = 0 mod 4. Note too that the complementing of one extended sequence preserves the weight property. Let n = 23,K = 8 , p ( z ) = z 7 +z6 + z5 + z2 + 1 and q ( x ) = z 7 + z 5 + z 2 + z + 1 . Apply the constructionin the theorem above to obtain a self-dual (48,24;12) code.This is the (48,24;12) Quadratic Residue code.
For, if the check polynomial for the Q R code in powers of x is 0, 1, 4, 6, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 24 , one may generate a codeword at coordinates 0,2,5,6,7,13,15,22,23,28,37, (in powers of say p so that Trp = 1, a 47th root of unity).
The overall parity check bit is given by z = 0. The coor- [2] . Assume the received p (~) sequence has not been complemented. i.e., the 24th information bit is zero. As one does not know the initial 7 bits, one may take the received encoded sequences, repeat 3 or 4 times and attach them end to end. Now Viterhi decode as if we started in the middle. Use the parity information to take advantage of Hamming distance 12. Alternately assume that the p ( z ) sequence has been complemented,and do the obvious decoding.
VITERBI DECODING This requires two decodings as in

